
Don’t Disturb the Light 
 
The elders have a semi-joking conversation about a lamp and about one of them going outside during the 
break. A note on the context: The lamp was supposed to be there to help one of the elders to see better, 
but it was positioned poorly that day so it was in danger of being knocked over and was not really 
helping the elder to see. March 2008. 
 
Speaker 1 Don’t play with the lights, [name removed]. 
 
Speaker 2 Okay, okay. 
 
Speaker 1  SQȺ ȻENS AXEṈ E TŦÁ,E. 
APA Transcription sk̓ʷey kʷəәns ʔexə̣әŋ ʔəә tθeʔəә. 
Translation You can’t do that. 
 
Speaker 1 JÁN SEN NONU E SQȺTW̱ TŦEN SLÁLESET. 
APA Transcription c̓̌en səәn nanəәw̓ ʔəә sk̓ʷeytxʷ tθəәn̓ sleləәsəәt. 
Translation I don’t like what you’re doing. 
 
Speaker 2 ȻNES STOṈET ȻEĆÁ? ÁȽE SEN ȻEĆÁ STOṈET? 
APA Transcription kʷnəәs staŋəәt kʷəәče? ʔeɬəә səәn kʷəәče staŋəәt? 
Translation Well, what am I doing? 
 
Speaker 1 ȻENS AXEṈ ȻE TŦÁ,E. 
APA Transcription kʷəәns ʔexə̣әŋ kʷəә tθeʔəә. 
Translation That’s why you’re doing it. 
 
Speaker 2 STÁṈ ȻEĆÁ ȻNES AXEṈ? 
APA Transcription steŋ kʷəәče kʷnəәs ʔexə̣әŋ? 
Translation What is it that I’m doing (that you don’t like)? 
 
Speaker 1 TŦE ȻENS SQȺ...[laughs] 
APA Transcription tθəә kʷəәns sk̓ʷey...[laughs] 
Translation The thing you shouldn’t do...* 

 
[Speaker 2 opens door but does not go outside] 
 
Speaker 1 EWE ṮÁ SḴI,LEṈ. 
APA Transcription ʔəәwəә ƛ̓eʔ sqiʔləәŋ. 
Translation Don’t go out anymore. 
 
Speaker 2 SȽILEṈ? 
APA Transcription sɬiləәŋ? 
Translation giving? [Speaker 2 misheard Speaker 1] 
 
Speaker 1 Yeah. ȾO,ȽEṈ SE SAḴEȽ. LELÁ,NEṈ E SW̱? 
APA Transcription Yeah. t̓ᶿaʔɬəәŋ səәʔ seqəәɬ. ləәleʔnəәŋ ʔəә sxʷ? 
Translation Yeah. It’ll be cold outside. Are you listening? 



 
Speaker 2 [looks at the lamp] This is doing no good. 
 
Speaker 2 SÁȻEṈS I ȻNES ĆEḰET. 
APA Transcription sekʷəәŋs ʔiʔ kʷnəәs čəәqʷəәt. 
Translation Put it down and I’ll switch it [the light] on.** 

 

Speaker 2 QIÁM ȻE ȻE EWENS...EWE EN SETKT TŦE ĆI,EḰEN.*** 

APA Transcription k̓ʷəәyem kʷəә kʷəә ʔəәwəәns...ʔəәwəә ʔəәn səәtq̓t tθəә čiʔəәqʷəәn. 
Translation Stop it. Don’t...don’t disturb [or touch/move] the light. 
 
Speaker 1 ĆȽ NEȻE E ȻE? 
APA Transcription čɬ nəәkʷəә ʔəә kʷəә? 
Translation Was it you that did it? 
 
Speaker 2 EN SU ȻȽ LILEḴ ȻS QEMQOMS SE ENÁ ȽÁ,E I 
APA Transcription ʔəәn səәw̓ kʷɬ liləәq kʷs k̓ʷəәmk̓ʷams səәʔ ʔəәne ɬeʔəә ʔiʔ 
Translation Then it’s easy for it to be strong when it comes here.* 
 
Speaker 2 EWES U SETKT TŦE ĆI,EḰEN. EWES U [false start] ṮEQT TŦE 

ĆI,EḰEN. 
APA Transcription ʔəәwəәs ʔəәw̓ səәtq̓t tθəә čiʔəәqʷəәn. ʔəәwəәs ʔəәw̓ [false start] ƛ̓əәk̓ʷt tθəә čiʔəәqʷəәn. 
Translation Don’t disturb the light. Don’t put out the light. 
 
*Unsure about translation. Feedback welcome. - C. Turner 
**When this was played back to the elders, they said it should be SÁȻEṈS I ĆEḰET ‘Put it down and burn it’, but in 
the context it more likely means to switch the light on, since ĆEḰET can also mean to light a fire. 
***The elders say that this is a mistake, and the right way to say it is EWES U SETKT TŦE ĆI,EḰEN as in the last line 
of the dialogue. 


